Microsoft Presentation for the
1989 IBM PSI2 FORUM
Introduction from IBM Executive:
Today we are fortunate to have with us a gentleman who is uniquely
qualified to talk about PS/2 and 0S/2.
He is the vice president for systems software at Microsoft.
Microsoft and I~M have a long history of cooperation beginning
with the original PC and DOS.
Today Microsoft is our joint development partner for OS/2. This
gentleman is responsible for Microsoft’s work on tha~ project,
ladies ~nd gentlemen please help me w~icome Steve Ballmer.
::

Ballmer:

;:.

Good Morning.
I would like to thank I~M for inviting me to talk with you this
morning because ~t g~ves m8 a chance to t~Ik to you about our
plans are for 0S/2 and try to reinforce some of its benefits.
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it would be helpful for me, to understand this audience, if i
could please have show of hands :
How m2J1y of you in the audience hav~ had an opportunity
to actually sit down at a computer that had 0S/2 with
the presentation manager installed on it?
And how many folks would have plans some place in your
organization, not necessarily everywhere, but some place
in your organizations to install 0S/2 and 0S/2
applications within the next year?
O.K. This is a real good group. There are enough zealots that
won’t be drowned out and there are enough people that need
conversion to justify my giving this speech.
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The fist kq polar that I" d like to ~a today is that I~M and
Microsoft share a common view of personal computing.
As
mentioned, our relationship goes back to 1980 when we did
the original work on the IBM PC and DOS together. Our
relationship has flourished over the years and almosn four years
ago now, both IBM and Microsoft saw that we were really at a key
juncture and that without a significant step forward in the
systems soft%~ar~ platform, personal computing w~s going to

stagnate.
We needed to do sometiutng innovative to provide a next gene~-ation
platform on which software developers could give full expression
to their creativity and their best thoughts. We decided to do
that as a joint product and take advantage of the best ideas,
thinking, creativity, t~lent in both Microsoft and IBM.
We wanted to give a very consistent message to the softwame
development community. So, we built OS/2 (standard edition) as a
joint development project; there are people from both Microsoft
and ~ working on the product. It combines the best of both of
our prior technology: IBM and it’s GDDM wore and some of its other
host experience, our experience with the DOS and Windows products.
4/20/89 13:15
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The st~dard edition products that we make available are
identic~l. So we c~n send v~ry consistent message that goes out
to softw~r~ developers aJ~d to customers like you all here this
moz-n;--ng. OS/2 from IBM or Microsoft will have the same user
interface, same programmatic interface, and you can count on a
very large base of common applications. Applications will be
built on top of OS/2 continuing the incredible momentum that’s
allowed us to sell over 35 million copies of DOS and that’s a
market t_hat’s now growing at roughly 10 million units a year.
Together, we expect to repeat that DOS experience with 0S/2.

. One W~y *~ Edit Tex~
~ W~y ~ ~m ~~o~

g~=l i~ in ~ ~ t~

OS/2 has ~ key ~~s~:
F~st ~d most ~~t, 0S/2 is desired to ~co~ge so~re
dsvelop~s to bu~d a~~ons ~t ~i work ~ ~e s~ ~y.
"FI’ ~ys gets ~u Help. ~ you work wi~ m~us, or f~l
~fo~tion, or s~ll ~ough a d~t, it’s al~ys done
s~e ~y. So t~t once you ~ve le~ed h~ to copy a f~e, or
l~ed how to use a ~rea~h~t, it’s ~g to
l~g how to ~e the second, the t~rd, ~8 fo~, ~ fif~
We c~l
~e c~on user ~terface ~ 0S/2 "~ or ~on User
~cess~. It’s ~e -user ~terface defied as p~ of ~’s
(Syst~s ~pli~tion ~tecture) . It’s ~l~ted on DOS
~ough our W~dows offer~g, ~d ~ 0S/2 wi~ ~e Pres~tation
~ager.
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When you first st~--t up Presentation Manager in 0S/2 you" ii see a
screen like this. It offers a simple list of applications that
you might run on your system. 30 that you can go to the control
p~nel or star~ an editor. You’ 11 learn how to consistently choose
things off of this menu. You" ii understand that the little icons
or pictures at the bottom of the screen represent applications
that are already running in the system. You will never again see
any more of the C> or A> prompt that you’v~ become accustomed to
on DOS. You come immediately to this kind of simple shell.
When it comes time to copy a file you" II use the very similar
looking and very visual file manager program.

The menus are all selected in exactly the same way. You’ ii see a
little tree on the screen that depicts the directories and files
on the hard disk. And to copy files it’s very simple. You simply
point at it, drag it with the mouse and drop it some place else.
If you don’t have a mouse, no pxoblem, everything in onr user
interface is accessible either from the mouse or the keyboard.
X 566112
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once you’ve learned even ~his simple set of applications tlmat come
wi?J~ the system, you" Ii be that much better equipped then to use
your first almplic~tion- YOU’ ll k~ow how to browse ~b_rough all the
co~mands in a menu. You" Ii know how to fill information into a
dialog. You’ ii know how to scroll through a docum~ut. Those are
the kinds of things that you’ ii learn once ~nd they’ ii apply to
Aldus’ paqemaker, or Microsoft Excel, Lotus 123 G, and he graphics
version of Word~erfect. They’ll all be available and they" I! all
have this same look and feel.

What you see is what you ge~
I~ Ric~ t~ ~hown e~c~/~.~ R ~.~ be printed
It~llc~ m~ boldintJ

¯

Dlrec~ Object Manlpt,’i~io~

A~plications developers will still innovate. They" Ii still give
you their best ideas, but the hundreds of arbitrary, small choices
that people used to make diffe.rently we and I~M have standardized
for them, in this ~ offering.
The second key piece of graphical user interface is the gr~phic~l
pa~. We’re not only consistent, but we provid~ a very rich,
what-you-see-is-what-you-get interface. So that everything you
see on the screen will print exactly the same w~y it appears onthe screen. You will see rich fonts: bold, italic, 24 point
Times-Roman type, if that’s what you w~nt. You can see charts and
pictures; all imbedded there on the screen as pa=~ of the same
document. And when you go to print you" re going to see exactly the
same thing on the printer.
£’ ii show you some screen shots here in a m~ment, but I urge you
to get out ~nd take a look at the demonstrations of applications
written to the Presentation Manager and see some of the rich
thimgs that they" re doing. It’s really very impressive.
The ease of use and consistency that provide an incredible breakthrough. We’ ve done a lot of work on the Macintosh. We sell
applications in thet environment, and we’ve found that the single
biggest win, is the ease with which people get productive on the
second or third application. We can also report that the combination of consistency and ~_he graphical interface have dramatically
lowered our support costs. It costs about half as much to support
these applications as equivalent character applications. There’s
no need to wait or worry about that anymore on tILis PS/2 platform.
We’ ve delivered both with 0S/2 and the Presentation Manager.
4/20/89 13:15
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,:

The third key characteristic of OS/2 that I would like to talk
about is the ability to run ~ultiple applications. And, more
important than r~nning lots of applications at the same time, is
t.he ability to have them work together.
This is not just a multi-t~sking system in the sense that somebody
is actually going to w-~nt to sit down and do their taxes while
they" re writing a letter to morn. That’s not what this is all
about. Multi-tasking ~ cent--~al par~ of the design of the system.
OS/2 is designed to allow you to, for example, not only collect
data from a communications session, as in the customer example
that
pointed out, while you are doing something else, but to
have ~ d~ta automatically linked into your spreadsheet, to have
the ~nalysis going on in your spreadsheet while you are perhaps
out writing a letter, and to allow the spreadsheet to send
electronic mail out to perhaps three or four sales people that say
~hey, you’ re below quota."
All these kinds of things c~n proceed together in background.
L~t’s say yon have stock price information coming in over a
communications line. You could hot link that to a spreadsheet and
just sit there and look at a chart of t~adimg volumes,
tr-~nsactions, stock prices, etc.
So it’s not just the fact that we let you run multiple applications, but we designed the system to move information back a~d
forth between the applications either automatically, or through
the so-called clipboard. It will allow you to take a chart out of
a graphics program or spreadsheet product and put it into a word
processing document. You can do that sort of cut and paste
operation very simply. So the multi-t~sking is important, but
it’s even more important that we created a framework and a set of
standard protocols for software developers to let these
applications work together.
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~ Networking
¯ High pedon~ce

comp~g
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ffi Fu~ DI~
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On evs~ network s~er. ~e~er you’re s~g files, or SQL
~ta files, or prhtezs, or c~ications l~es, 0S/2 is a se~er
op~t~g syst~.
We ~d I~ ha~ ~t a lot of work ~to networ~g ~d we ~
~stalled base of DOS, ~at you ~ ~le to co~e~ ~ ei~ DOS
or 0S/2 workst~ons to ~s 0S/2 s~. ~d we’v~ done a v~
nice job, I ~, ~ our work
sc~io wor~.
~e ~les ~at
t~ed ~out at ~ ~ of ~~ ~d
S~s hel~d ~g~ig~ ~t networ~g e~le.
m~-tas~g o~t~g syst~,
let ~is n~ion of ~t-se~er c~ut~g ~d sh~ed ~o~tion
t~e-off ~ PC work~oups.
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0S/2 is a phenomenon that has started. Some people say ~I’m going
to w~it, maybe I’ll wzit for 0S/2, I don’t know, ~he apps are
coming someday."
There ~re really two kinds of OS/2 applications. There are what I
will refer to as the simple ports of applications that have
existed under DOS and that have moved to 0S/2. These are
certninly very important. Let’s say you want to go out ~nd buy a
new, exciting "0S/2 application. You will still have some people,
who want to keep on doing word processing the way they always
have, or their database application the way they always have. So
the availability of 123 version 3 (which is due out in June), or
WordPe~-fect 5 (which has shipped), Microsoft Word version 5,
(which will ship this month), dBase IV (which ships the end of
this quarter), Paradox (which hms also already shipped) -- those
applications, if they were not available under 0S/2 would be
inhibit ors For some of you who’s systems ~re very tight on memory space,
there will actually be some incentives no drive you to 0S/2.
We are dealing with the inhibitors, but more important are the
exciting applications are coming for 0S/2; sidekick for Presentation Manager, our Excel spreadsheet that __ showed you a minute
ago, Aldus Pagemaker, Lotus Notes and 123G, and the list goes on
and on. We think we will have a very rich set of applications
available on Presentation Manager by the end of this year. By the
middle of next year we will have a very complete set.
This m~ans we have motivators this year to move you to 0S/2. If
your existing are short on memory and if you w~mt one of th~se
excitiug apps -- you are not going to have to give up anything
because the applications that you use today will be av~i!able and
you will have access to that full 16 megabytes of =emory.
So, those issues from the software development standpoint, have
been solved. And I think I can say with great confidence that now
is the time to start looking at installing some 0S/2. You shouldn’t move until an application that motivates you is available, but
it’s not a subject anymore for the future, it’s a subject for
today.
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When we go out and talk to software developers, and we spend a lot
of time doing this, we ask them "how are you spending your
development resources? Is it om DOS applications? UNIX? ~acintosh?
OS/27~. We always get a pretty consistent message.

~ Developer Activity

We asked Dataque~t to do an independent study of independent
software vendors. Dataquest found that the bulk of their investm~t these days is in DOS applications, because that’s where the
market is. But software developers told them, as they are
unanimously telling us, that over the course of the next two years
that they are go~ug to put their energy, their creativity, their
best ideas into OS/2.
We ~ that the initial moti~tors that you’ll can expect to see
will be server applications, providing shared access to communications and database. We see a lot of early movement in t.he publishing, art, illustz-ation, area. The C~D market is also moving
to OS/2 very quickly.
The software development community is moving very quickly. During
1989 we will have all the word processors and spreadsheets and
databases that ~uybody might want. And not only will we have
them, it will be the focus point for where these software developers are putting their next, best ideas. They will come out
first on 0S/2; not on DOS, not on UNIX, not on the Macintosh,
first on 0S/2.
Let me show you a few of these applications. I encour-aqe you to
look at them in the breakout. This is a photograph of a VGA
screen. In case anybody is confused about graphics, ~ really
did a very important and great thing when t, hey introduced the PS/2
with the VGA because this graphical user interface is of superb
quality ru~ning on PS/2s which have VGA built in
7t was a very
important leap forward with the PS/2 ~nd a very important
innovation from IBM.
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This is Microsoft Excel spreadsheet which will ship in July
r~uxr~ing on top of Presentation Manager. You can see the value of
the what-you-see-is-what-you-get feel. We can produce what is
essentially annual report quality output out of the Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet, and that" s impressive.

This is Aldus Page_Maker runninq under OS/2. It’s a page design
and layout application. We actually publish our own internal
newsletters amd journals using PageMak~r. It will be available,
in fin~l release, by July or August of this year on 0S/2.
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This is Borland’s SideKick application which IBM bundles along
with 0S/2. It includes a calculator, allows you to write simple
notes, org~li~e your personal phone book and dial phone numbers,
etc. Take a look a~ it, it’s kS_ud of rum and quite useful.

~ is an illustr~tion pac~.~ge f_-~ M-icrografx w-~.~ch they are
demonstrating c~lled Designer.
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This is a rich CAD package from VersaCAD which will be available
the second half of this year under Presentation Manager. ~he CAD
people have been v~ry quick to jump on top of OS/2. Antodesk will
ship the AutoCAD package in the third quarter of the year. I
think that this is a market that will move very quickly off of the
DOS and UNIX platforms and onto OS/2.

Here’s a lis~ of some of the companies suppor~g 0S/2 version
I.i:

X 566120
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Major Developers Supporting
0S/2 and Presentation Manager

~
¯ MIc~’ogr~x
¯ Mlc*’o~m

l V~rsI~Id
¯ Wt~t~w~" Group

I OWL ~.lwn~JlOnaJ
¯ Sol,view

¯
¯

¯ s~ltwa~ P~blL~I.~

Z-So~

¯

But the list goes on and on and on. Another list, that we can’t
publish is the list of corporations, like the examples
described earlier, who are developing their own 0S/2 a~tions
to make their businesses more competetive.
The only question is, is the app that you wa~t going to be
available Lu July, is it August, or October, or maybe, if you’
one of the unlucky guys, it’s January of next year. But now is
the time to really get involvsd, take a look at 0S/2, and as that
application becomes av~il~ble, start buying.

~ The Role el’DOS
¯ DOS will continue to be

c~mput~" operating system
¯ DOS and 0S/7 work~aSons cast op~rmm
together o0nn~:~d to
for a ~=
O~ ~ p~ble ~ ~d O~

Now, as I said, DOS is a very important product, More than I0
million DOS systems are sold per year, and 0S/2 is not going to
pass DOS in the v~ry near future (just because i0 million is a
huge number). So, we think it’s very ~mportant that we continue
to enhance DOS, that we provide an 0S/2 compatible user inter~ace
on DOS (that’s done through the Windows product), that we make
sure t_h~t DOS systems c~u network into these OS/2 networks, (we do
that in our work with !BM on the LAN Server product).
X 566121
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I ~ that you will find, with the work that we are putting
OS/2, with the way memory prices have come down dramatically over
the last six months to a year, that the equation will start to
shift over the course of the next year ~nd 0S/2 sales will r-amp
up. It’s our current view that it will be sometime at the end of
¯ 92 tb~t 0S/2 will actu~lly outsell DOS in the office.
Now some people sit back and say ~that’s not v~ry impressive, that
is tkuree years from now.~ But consider that wh~t I am t~lling you
is that by three years from now w~ ~re going to be selling fiv~ to
six ~llion copies of OS/2 a year. Which will make it the second
most p~pular operating system ever in the world.
We a~tually think that by next year OS/2 will be the second most
popul~r operating system in the world¯ b~hind only DOS. Lu terms
of uruits it’ ii pass the Macintosh, UNIX ~nd everything else.
It’ll just blow right by them, because this is where developers
are putting their creativity and this is where developers are
putting their energy.
Our forecast for 1989 is a good year for 0S/2 sales because there
will be a reasonable number of apps. Next year should be
excellent. 0S/2 should out s~l! am~g that you can think of on
the a~a~ket by a wide margin except for DOS itself.
It will probably be ’ 92 before we reach the cross-over point where
you install more 0S/2 than you install DOS in the office. Now
with a little bit of luck from the semi-conductor ~anufactu~ers,
with a little bit of help with memory prices, I ~ th~ could
actu~lly happen a little bit faster. But that is all that s~ands
in the
We recommend four megabytes of memory for 0S/2 - some people think
that’s what the operating system takes, but no, we ~un Excel on a
two meg-abyte OS/2 machine - but you are going to ~ant to run
multiple apps. You are going to want to run thimgs like E~tended
Edition. SO we do recommend that you get four megabyte standard
with your 0S/2 systems.
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Refin~ant

- ~p~
New

We ~ud ~ are committed to making OS/2 successful. We ~
continue to do new releases. We will suppor~ the 386 a~d 486
microprocessors. We will enhance the file system later this year
to make it faster and giv~ it richer attributes so yo~ can look at
long names. Names will b~ uppercase and lowercase and contain
spaces. We are going to improve this product. We are going to
m~ke it faster, we are going sm~ller, we are going to make it
b~tter. We are going to do whatever it t~kes, from a technical
standpoint and from a marketing standpoint to make 0S/2 thQ
successor to DOS.

I don’t w-ant anyone to leave here confused. !f there is something
that you think needs to be fixed, or s~mething that you th~Jlk
needs to be better, let us ~uow. We are committed to doing what
it t~kes to make this operating system the platform for computing
into the "90s a~d I’m sure that we will be successful in that.
Thank you very much for your time.
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